WE BUILT IT.  WE KNOW IT.

THE STORY OF MOPAR® BEGAN 80 YEARS AGO WITH A FOCUS ON MOTOR PARTS AND THE INTRODUCTION OF A SIMPLE CAN OF ANTIFREEZE. THROUGH THE DECADES, WE HAVE GROWN INTO SO MUCH MORE. TODAY, AS THE OFFICIAL SERVICE, PARTS, AND CUSTOMER CARE PROVIDER FOR FCA CANADA INC. BRANDS, WE KNOW WE ARE A PARTNER IN THE VEHICLE OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE. THAT’S WHY WE OFFER AUTHENTIC PARTS AND ACCESSORIES DESIGNED BY THE SAME ENGINEERS THAT CREATED YOUR VEHICLE TO MAKE IT YOURS. IT’S WHY OUR TEAM IS COMPRISED OF EXPERT RETAILER TECHNICIANS WHO KNOW YOUR MAKE AND MODEL BEST, ARMED WITH LEADING-EDGE DIAGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGY AND OUR CAN-O-MATIC® Antifreeze. AND IT’S WHY WE OFFER UNIQUE, TRULY EXCLUSIVE LUXURY LANE SERVICE AND MOPAR® Vehicle Protection Plans. THAT’S THE MOPAR ADVANTAGE: MAKING LIFE MORE CONVENIENT WITH PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, RAMPING UP YOUR PRIDE OF OWNERSHIP WITH AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES, ADDING STYLE AND FLAIR TO YOUR DRIVE. AFTER ALL, WE BUILT IT. WE KNOW IT.
A. HARD FOLDING TONNEAU COVER. Features an attractive, low-profile design with rigid panels and a high-strength aluminum frame providing superior security and protection; hidden/quick-release latch system that automatically locks panels when shut — simply lock the tailgate to secure the bed; and an advanced sealing technology for weather resistance. Truck can be driven with cover fully closed, partially closed or fully open providing full bed access. Made in the U.S.A.

B. SOFT ROLL-UP TONNEAU COVER. Requiring no special tools or drilling, this top-mount Tonneau Cover utilizes pre-set tension controls to keep the cover tight and looking good — year-round, and even in the harshest of climates. Straight cross tubes ensure a smooth, flat appearance when closed, while side dual-paddle latches securely fasten the cover to the bed. Made in the U.S.A. of quality-constructed, versatile and durable material.

C. ONE-PIECE TONNEAU COVER IN BODY COLOUR. Outstanding protection designed specifically to complement the style of your Ram pickup. Constructed of a lightweight yet super-strong polymer compound with a patented "X-factor" foundation, our One-Piece Tonneau Cover won't weather or crack — unlike comparable fibreglass products. Advantages include a double seal system, over-rail design, colour-match automotive paint finish, integrated interior dome light — and it's all made right here in the U.S.A. See your retailer for a part number specific to your vehicle's specifications.

D. BED MAT. Protect and preserve your truck's bed floor and tailgate from dents and scratches. Nylon-reinforced rubber mat removes easily for cleaning.

E. DROP-IN BEDLINER. Skid-resistant bedliner's ribbed construction helps keep cargo from shifting, promotes water drainage from bed and includes built-in supports to split cargo. The liner is moulded of a high-density polyethylene blend for added durability. Tailgate liner included.

F. SPRAY-IN BEDLINER. Super-tough and installed right at the factory. Available exclusively at the time of vehicle order. **Sales Code: XMF**

(1) Not compatible with the RamBox Cargo Management System or the Under-the-Rail Bedliner.

(2) Shown on 5-foot 7-inch bed.
A. **BED EXTENDER.** (1) Extends the bed with the tailgate down. Flipped inward it’s a convenient divider to keep cargo from sliding to the front of the bed. Cannot be used with RamBox® Cargo Management System. [82215724]

B. **CARGO BED DIVIDER.** (1) Easily adjustable divider is constructed of strong aluminum tubing and is designed for trucks equipped with Pickup Box Utility Rails (sold separately). Divider fits snugly into the slots located along the utility rails, enabling you to secure cargo of various sizes. Cannot be used with RamBox Cargo Management System. [82215481]

C. **OFF-ROAD 5-INCH LED LIGHT KIT.** This commercial grade Light Kit provides an exceptionally bright, fully illuminating light source needed for safe off-road driving. Light Kit is water submersible and steam-pressure washer-capable and is also vibration-, shock- and EMC-tested. The cast aluminum housing ensures proper heat dissipation and long-term durability. Kit contains two Off-Road 5-Inch LED lights, light covers with Mopar® logo, wiring harness and switch. [82215274]

D. **CAB PROTECTOR RACK.** Constructed of industrial-grade steel providing excellent cab protection from shifting loads in the bed of the truck. Easy, no-drill installation into existing stake hold pockets. Works with Mopar Off-Road 5-Inch LED Lights, sold separately. [82215495]

E. **SLIDING TOOLBOX.** Durable aluminum toolbox with easy-access lid, protective seal coat, stainless steel hinges, locking handle, and continuous body welds. Available for conventional or RamBox Cargo Management System beds equipped with Pickup Box Utility Rails (sold separately). [82211356AB]

F. **RAMBOX® SLIDING TOOLBOX.** (2) Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars (sold separately). [82211357]

G. **PICKUP BOX UTILITY RAILS.** These anodized aluminum rails attach to the inside walls of the bed and feature adjustable cleats that slide along the rail system to secure cargo of various sizes. Accommodates the Sliding Toolboxes, Sport Utility Bars and Cargo Bed Divider (all sold separately). [82215285 – 5’ 7” Bed] [82215286 – 6’ 4” Bed]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Mounts to the Sport Utility Bars (sold separately).
A. SKID PLATES. Heavy-gauge steel painted with high-quality black powder-coat finish, offering protection of the underbody.

B. CAT-BACK EXHAUST. Stainless steel pipe and 409 stainless steel muffler provides a deep exhaust tone. Constructed with a high-performance stainless steel muffler and 409 stainless steel resonators, this exhaust system is built to last.

C. TOW HOOKS. Constructed of industrial-grade steel and can handle up to 1.5x the Gross Vehicle Weight Rating. Available in Chrome and Black finishes giving your Ram truck a sporty, off-road look.

D. CHROME. [82215269]

E. BLACK. [82215268]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

F. HITCH RECEIVER. This Class 2 Hitch Receiver has a 52-mm (2.08-inch) tow capacity, offering a safe and secure way to transport your gear. Designed to handle up to 120-kg (264-lb) tongue weight capacity, this hitch receiver is perfect for pulling trailers or towing equipment.

G. BALL MOUNT-ADAPTER KIT. [82213547 – 2” Drop] [82213548 – 4” Drop] [82213640 – 6” Drop]

H. TRAILER TOW BALL KIT. [82213563 – Chrome 1 7/8” Ball with 1” Shank] [82213565 – Chrome 2” Ball with 1” Shank] [82213657 – Chrome 2 5/16” Ball with 1” Shank]

I. CARGO RAMP. Lightweight aluminum ramp features a rubberized non-slip tailgate protector and fold-down handle for easy installation. Perfect for loading and unloading long objects.

J. TRAILER TOW MIRRORS. Dual-function, aerodynamic mirrors install quickly and help improve rear visibility when towing trailers or campers. Featuring one mirror paired with a minor wide-view mirror, the huge 17.8 x 27.9-cm (7x11-inch) design operates vertically when trailering, and flips to horizontal for everyday driving convenience.

K. MOPAR® BED ASSIST HANDLE. Provides a safe hold when climbing in and out of your truck bed.

L. CHROME. [82215269]

M. BLACK. [82215268]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar®.
20-INCH LUXURY WHEEL

20-INCH SATIN CARBON WHEEL

20-INCH BLACK ONYX WHEEL

Beadlock-Capable Wheel. 18x8 cast aluminum 6-spoke-off-road style wheel with protected valve stem features dual bead seats for DOT-compliant inner location. 19-mm offset, with standard bolt-on outer trim ring. Use it with the Functional Beadlock Ring Kit for full beadlock power, sold separately.

Functional Beadlock Ring Kit. (1) Constructed of tough forged aluminum with Black finish. The ring clamps the outer tire bead to the rim, enabling maximum traction with lower tire pressures — ideal engineering for off-roading.

Wheel Locks. Offers maximum protection without affecting wheel balance. Includes four chrome-plated lug nuts and a special-fitting key.

Running Boards. Beautifully fit for specific vehicle applications. Thinner looking running boards are also available. Custom-designed for maximum off-road performance.

Off-Road-Style Running Boards. Cast aluminum construction with a rugged texture cover providing anti-slip functionality and an off-road look. Designed to fit close to the vehicle for improved clearance with no drilling and easy installation.

Stainless Steel Tubular Side Steps. Stainless-steel tubular side steps are designed to provide maximum support on each side for sure footing. No drilling required. Available in cab length or wheel-to-wheel length.

Cab Length. (Quad Cab®) (Crew Cab)

Wheel-to-Wheel Length. (Quad Cab / 6' 4" Bed) (Crew Cab / 5' 7" Bed) (Crew Cab / 6' 4" Bed)

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Mopar Performance Parts with part numbers beginning with “P5” are sold “as-is” without warranty coverage of any kind by Mopar unless otherwise noted.
A. ALL-WEATHER MAT KITS. These custom-tailored sheepskin mats, with the Ram’s Head logo, leave generic mats far behind. Using proprietary data and constructed of a high-density compound, these Mopar® mats offer maximum coverage in the front, back and sides, and deliver deeper channels, more rigid sidewalls, nibbed anchors, and an advanced reservoir system to better contain spills. Purpose-built with easy removal, kits include front and rear mats; rear mats feature an exclusive interlocking system to eliminate installation hassles. Available in Black and Brown.

B. PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Protect vehicle’s footwell carpet. Mats feature the Ram’s Head logo. Available in Black or Brown. C. FRONT. [82215405 – Black] [82215407 – Brown]

C. QUAD CAB® REAR. [82215411 – Black] [82215410 – Brown]

D. CREW CAB REAR. [82215409 – Black] [82215412 – Brown]

E. LOCKING CONSOLE. Convert your production console into a heavy-duty lockable storage area for valuables. The insert allows full use of armrest and lid, and comes ready to install with no drilling required. [82215519]

F. CARGO BIN LOCKS. Designed for Crew Cab in-floor storage bins, these stainless steel locks install easily to create a secure compartment for storing valuables. [82211653]

G. KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS. Handcrafted and professionally designed leather-trimmed interior options. Shown in Black featuring the Ram’s Head logo with Maraschino contrast stitching and perforated leather centre panels. Ask your retailer for more information.

WIRELESS CHARGING PAD (Not shown). Charging made quick and easy without use of wires when compatible phone is placed within charging surface of the pad. Professional installation recommended. Not compatible with all centre consoles. [82215150]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

WHERE IT’S AT
INSIDE IS
THE FINAL TOUCHES

MOPAR® VINYL GRAPHICS. It’s all about adding character and personality — and these bodyside and hood graphics do it. Mopar® graphics are designed to enhance the curves and lines of your all-new 2019 Ram 1500, and tested to withstand all the elements. Professional installation recommended. Road graphics do not require additional hardware.

A. GREY METALLIC BODYSIDE GRAPHIC.
   - 82215529 – Quad Cab® / 6' 4" Bed
   - 82215532 – Crew Cab / 5' 7" Bed
   - 82215815 – Crew Cab / 6' 4" Bed

B. BLACK BODYSIDE GRAPHIC.
   - 82215531 – Quad Cab / 6' 4" Bed
   - 82215530 – Crew Cab / 5' 7" Bed
   - 82215816 – Crew Cab / 6' 4" Bed

C. BLACK HOOD GRAPHIC.
   - 82215535

D. CHROME BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.
   Enhance the appearance of your Ram truck. No cutting or drilling required. Easily installs in minutes. [82215280]

E. MATTE BLACK.
   - 82215476

F. CHROME.
   - 82215475

G. DIESEL GAS CAP.
   Helps keep the fuel area clean with an easy on/off ergonomic design. [82215782]

H. COLD WEATHER GRILLE COVER KIT.
   For diesel engines only. Cover helps to warm both the cab and engine in cold weather. Specially designed and fitted to prevent snow and ice buildup, which means more mileage in the cold.
   - 82215477 – Quad Cab®
   - 82215460 – Crew Cab

I. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS.
   Acrylic tinted deflectors follow the contours of the windows and allow them to be open, even during inclement weather conditions. [82215478]

J. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. (1)
   Moulded to the contours of your Ram truck for a perfect fit, these guards help protect the lower bodyside panels from damage caused by gravel, salt and road debris. Available for all Ram 1500 models (with and without Wheel Fender Flares).
   - FRONT. [82215488 – with Fender Flares]
   - 82215487 – without Fender Flares

K. REAR. (1)
   - 82215489 – with Fender Flares
   - 82215490 – without Fender Flares

(1) Not available for Dual Rear Wheel models.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

THE FINAL
TOUCHES

FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflects road debris, wind and water away from vehicle’s headlight and grille assemblies.

WHITE BLACK. [82215430]

CHROME. [82215431]

REAR WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Automotive quality, tinted acrylic follows the contours of the windows and allows them to be open, even during inclement weather conditions. [82215478]

NO LEAD SPLASH GUARD. Applied to the outside of your Ram truck for a perfect fit, the splashes from the lower bodyside panels from damage caused by gravel, salt and road debris. Available for all Ram 1500 models (with and without Wheel Fender Flares).

FRONT. [82215490 – with Fender Flares]

REAR. [82215491 – with Fender Flares]
ALL-NEW 2019 RAM 1500 + AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES